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Allstaff Airconditioning, a specialist manufacturer of high quality commercial 
and industrial ducting as well as supplier of mechanical services, recently 
celebrated its 40th anniversary with valued industry partners. 

Designing and producing duct fittings highly customised to suit any kind of facility, Allstaff 
Airconditioning create innovative solutions for projects of substantial scale and complexity, 
delivering and installing in all areas of Victoria, NSW, the ACT and Northern Territory. 

The company has built an impressive track record with landmark developments in industries 
as diverse as health, education, entertainment and retail. Some major sites with duct 
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systems installed by Allstaff Airconditioning include Eastland Shopping 
Centre Stage 5; 150 Collins St, Melbourne; Olivia Newton John Cancer 
Centre, Stages 1 and 2; and Monash University New Horizons.

“Having been founded in May 1975 by a small group of shareholders, 
we’ve grown to a national company employing over 500 employees,” 
said Haydn Walsh, General Manager of Allstaff Airconditioning.

“Forty years in business is an incredible achievement, especially in the 
competitive markets in which we operate. I believe the key elements to 
our longevity have been our industry experience, service offering and 
having loyal industry partners like BlueScope Sheet Metal Supplies 
working with us to continuously and consistently deliver premium-grade 
duct systems to our clients.”

Indeed BlueScope Sheet Metal Supplies has had every reason to 
recognise the anniversary milestone alongside Allstaff Airconditioning, 
having been supplying quality Australian made steel to the company for 
over 20 years.

Clocking up his 36th year with Allstaff Airconditioning, Alan Hatcher, 
Production Manager asserted the professional relationship between the 
two companies had not only been a highlight throughout the decades 
but also essential.

“BlueScope Sheet Metal Supplies has been one of our most reliable 
suppliers in terms of material availability and quality,” Hatcher said. 

“Allstaff has been ably supported by BlueScope Sheet Metal Supplies 
with reliable JIT delivery of steel product and general enquiries.”

The celebration comes on the back of comments recently made by 
Australian Steel Institute CE Tony Dixon recognising the value of the 
local steel supply chain as a key contributor to Australia’s economy.

“The industry continues to evolve and innovate to meet head-on the 
challenges facing the global steel industry. The Australian steel value 
chain has a proven record of performance when given the opportunity to 
compete based on through-life cost of supply,” Dixon said.

For the manufacture of their high quality duct work, Allstaff 
Airconditioning processes GALVABOND® G2 Z275 steel – 1500mm wide 
recoils through Pittsburgh CNC plasma cutting machines.

Made with strict adherence to Australian Standards, GALVABOND® G2 
steel from BlueScope is specifically designed for commercial forming 
and deep drawing applications with improved surface quality. Ideal 
for the general manufacturing of air conditioning ducts and panels, 
GALVABOND® G2 steel has consistent properties and has a spangle 
surface – both essential qualities in the steel fabrication process for 
Allstaff Airconditioning.

These qualities of GALVABOND® G2 steel enable Allstaff 
Airconditioning to process the product with great efficiency, according 
to Peter Schepis, Market Development Manager at BlueScope Sheet 
Metal Supplies.

“GALVABOND® G2 steel is a highly consistent material which is an 
important quality for Allstaff Airconditioning as the ducting they produce 
is precision-fit,” Schepis said.

“Using GALVABOND® G2 steel, issues with lock forming, welding, 
folding and processing steel product through the Pittsburgh CNC plasma 
cutting machine have been alleviated in Allstaff Airconditioning’s steel 
fabrication process.

“Also, GALVABOND® G2 steel has a consistent spangle giving all 
ducting the same appearance. This is an important quality for Allstaff 
Airconditioning for aesthetics reasons – especially for their open-air 
projects.

“By using the steel product from BlueScope Allstaff has been able to 
reduce costs throughout the manufacturing process in terms of time and 
material wastage.”

Schepis said BlueScope Sheet Metal Supplies had worked hard to 
maintain a constant supply of steel product for Allstaff Airconditioning.

“GALVABOND® G2 steel is a quality product that Allstaff Airconditioning 
has complete confidence in for the manufacture of their industry-leading 
ducting. It has been our goal to maintain that level of trust as a supplier 
regardless of the state of the market,” he said.

“It has been a pleasure and privilege to celebrate the company’s 40th 
anniversary. We look forward to seeing them continue to grow, develop 
and remain industry leaders for many years to come.”
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